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This event would not have been possible without the support of:

INTRODUCTION
The Global Convening on Strategies Towards Decriminalisation
of Homosexuality, held in Swakopmund, Namibia from 9-11
May 2017, afforded Namibian LGBTI activists an opportunity to
consider factors relating to and approaches for decriminalisation
through a one-day Stakeholders’ Convening, held on 12 May 2017.
Led by Positive Vibes Trust (PV), in collaboration withlocal
partners, Out-Right Namibia (ORN), the Diversity Alliance
Namibia (DAN) and Lifeline/Childline, and with support from
Open Society Foundation (OSF) and the European Union (EU),
the Convening’s objectives were to:
• build on the foundations and influencing potentials already
laid via the EU-funded, Our Voices project, such that the
project might provide existing structure and architecture
for holding an integrated decriminalisation agenda in the
months following the Convening;

• assess position and vision of the LGBTI-sector
through reflection on three strategic questions, including
discussion on decriminalisation as a goal: Where are we
now? Where are we going? What do we need to get there?
• strategise how the formative advocacy work presently
underway through Our Voices, and the opportunities
for increased access to policymakers, can be continued
beyond the lifespan of the present project;
• generate a broad strategy for advancing a
decriminalisation agenda, describing elements
of action clearly enough that such a strategy
could be developed into a fundable plan.

• strengthen DAN by bringing together the leaders of the
movement who are the gatekeepers on the ground;

Thirty-one (31) local activists, government and legal
representatives came together, including some from the
Global Convening to share their specific country experiences
for learning, to assess the readiness of Namibia to start down
the path of decriminalisation.

• offer technical input, experience and inspiration from
peers in neighbouring countries who will be available and
accessible to Namibia because of the Global Convening;

This report provides a summary record of that event, drawing out
key themes from the presentations and discussions, and looks at
‘where to from here?’ for the Namibian LGBTI community.

NAMIBIA
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DECRIMINALISATION IN CONTEXT
The conference opened with a welcome from Ombudsman,
Advocate John Walters, and a presentation on the global
picture of criminalisation and some of the progress and actions
towards decriminalisation of homosexuality, as well as a focused
examination of the Namibian context, to help set the scene for
the Convening and inform planning for future action.

Global overview
Seventy-five countries still criminalise consensual, same-sex,
sexual acts. Of these, 44 criminalise lesbian and bisexual
women specifically. Thirteen countries have the death
penalty for same-sex, sexual acts, with Brunei soon to
be added. Approximately 2.9 billion people live in countries
which criminalise consensual, same-sex, sexual conduct;
of those, 58–174 million will likely identify as LGBTI.

Colonial legacy
Of the countries that criminalise, 36 are Commonwealth
countries. Most of these jurisdictions inherited these laws
directly or indirectly from Britain during the 19th and early
20th centuries. The continuing significance of British
colonialism in the existence of these persecutory laws
cannot be overstated. Neither can the irony that in 2017,
the LGBTI community in the United Kingdom will celebrate
50 years of freedom from being persecuted for having a
sexual relationship with those they love. The same cannot
be said of LGBTI communities across the Commonwealth,
where many continue to live with the impact of British laws
exported through colonial rule.

The lived reality
There is no such thing as benign criminalisation. Millions
risk arrest and imprisonment every day and, in some cases,
execution. They face violence and abuse. Criminalisation,
however framed, fosters a climate of state-sanctioned
homophobia, resulting in abuse, discrimination and violence
against the entire LGBTI community. Maintenance of these
laws is itself a human rights violation, and enables further
human rights violations because of the stigma and culture
of impunity these laws create.
Legal change can be an important step towards de-stigmatisation
and creating supportive environments. But it is a threshold issue,
not the end game. When criminalisation is removed however,
it can lead to greater protection for LGBTI communities.

The kinds of harm caused to LGBTI people
by criminalisation includes:
• prosecutions and convictions;
• constant fear of arrest, detention, prosecution
and conviction;
• arbitrary detention, police abuse and harassment,
even where charges are not brought or prosecutions
are discontinued;
• police entrapment and surveillance;
• harassment, violence, blackmail and extortion by state
and non-state actors;
• stigmatisation and marginalisation of LGBTI people as
‘un-apprehended felons’ reinforcing the misapprehensions
and general prejudice of the public;
• discrimination and denial of essential services in health,
employment and housing;
• shame and humiliation;
• a culture of impunity for violent and/or property crimes
and discrimination committed against LGBTI people due to
systemic state failure to recognise and protect LGBTI victims;
• shattered families;
• hindering measures to stop the spread of HIV; and
• impairing development and poverty reduction generally.
Criminalisation has been found to violate the rights to:
• privacy;
• equality before the law and equal protection of the law;
• non-discrimination; and
• dignity.
Criminalisation also engages the rights to:
• freedom from inhuman and degrading treatment;
• freedom of expression, assembly and association;
• freedom from arbitrary detention;
• health and other economic and social rights; and
• freedom from persecution.
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The criminalization of private, consensual sex between
adults of the same sex breaches a State’s obligations under
international law, including the obligations to protect
individual privacy and to guarantee non-discrimination.
This has been the consistent position of United Nations
human rights experts since 1994, when the Human Rights
Committee decided Toonen v. Australia1.

Overview of progress
Despite the bleak picture, it is important to also recognise
that progress has been made. The following global maps show
changes over time since 1981. Countries who criminalise are
highlighted in red.

Other routes
Incremental litigation: It is important to note that in some
contexts, it may be better to first challenge something less
controversial than criminalisation, e.g. Nigeria’s challenge
to the recent criminalisation of ‘gay organisations’ only.
The benefits of this approach include the ability to build
domestic jurisprudence and to ‘test the waters’ in terms
of public opinion and the receptiveness of the judiciary
to LGBTI issues.
Legislative reform: Forty of the 49 countries that have
decriminalised in the past 30 years have done so through
legislative reform, either by conscious change in government
policy, by obligation (Council of Europe states), or through
broader sexual offences law reform.

What does this tell us?
There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ legal strategy. You need to
consider what makes sense in your country context and know
what you are trying to achieve (legal and non-legal) with your
legal strategy. Part of this is considering how risk tolerant you
are. It is also worth considering how litigation outcomes impact
your country/the region/the world. Finally, remember that the
law will not (necessarily) change attitudes or lived realities. You
need to think of it as one tool in your arsenal.
1981: Countries that criminalised in all or part of the jurisdiction

But things have changed since 1981…

How will criminalisation end?
• Locally supported litigation
• Locally supported legislative reform
• Locally supported advocacy
• Targeted funding and support
• Engagement with multilateral fora
• Bilateral negotiations
• Creative use of diplomatic tools.

Countries that criminalised homosexuality in 2014

Four more countries have been taken off the list in the past
18 months: Belize (decriminalisation was achieved through the
courts after major reforms of colonial-era criminal laws paved
the way); and decriminalisation in Seychelles, Mozambique, and
Nauru through legislative change. Broad or targeted legislative
reforms played a major role in all four countries.

1

OHCHR, Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Discriminatory Laws and Practices and
Acts of Violence against Individuals Based on their Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity, 17 November 2011.
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NAMIBIA OVERVIEW
The Legal Assistance Centre reviewed the legal and sociopolitical context in Namibia, with reference to some of the
final points made in the global presentation on how
criminalisaton will end and what considerations are
needed when taking action.
Namibia is one of the 75 countries that criminalises.
The criminalisation of sodomy and unnatural sex is found
under the Common Law, inherited from colonial rule.
Reference to sodomy is found in the Namibian Criminal
Procedure Act 1977, grouping it with other crimes where the
police are authorised to make an arrest without a warrant.
While the lack of prosecutions means it can be seen as ‘benign
criminalisation’, LGBTI people still experience victimisation and
discrimination, including police harassment, and can be charged
on lesser crimes. Because of the existence of the sodomy crime,
it becomes difficult or risky to challenge these lesser charges
legally, for fear of further recrimination or harsher charges.
The Constitution of Namibia is the supreme law and is
progressive. The Preamble of the Constitution is relevant in
interpreting the substantive provisions. In Namibia, it reflects
the expectations of the Constitution as representing a new
beginning after years of unjust foreign rule. This is a helpful
setting for a challenge to the sodomy law, which has its origin
in the colonial Roman-Dutch legal order. There are also good
grounds under the Constitution for challenging the sodomy
law, for instance, on the basis of the right to equality, privacy
and freedom from discrimination:

• are determined to adopt a Constitution which expresses
for ourselves and our children our resolve to cherish and
to protect the gains of our long struggle; desire to promote
amongst all of us the dignity of the individual and the
unity and integrity of the Namibian nation among and
in association with the nations of the world; will strive
to achieve national reconciliation and to foster peace,
unity and a common loyalty to a single state;
committed to these principles, have resolved to constitute
the Republic of Namibia as a sovereign, secular, democratic
and unitary State securing to all our citizens justice, liberty,
equality and fraternity2.
Namibia has signed on to many international treaties and
conventions. The existence of the crime of sodomy is contrary
to Namibia’s obligations under those international conventions.
The presenter’s legal analysis suggests there are good
prospects based on the Constitution for challenging Namibian
criminalisation of consensual, same-sex, sexual conduct.
Indeed, Ombudsman, Advocate John Walters, in his
opening comments, named three upcoming opportunities
for engagement for delegates to consider as part of their
planning and actions:
1. Public hearings on non-discrimination (June 2017)
• Invitation to make written presentations on the grounds
of non-discrimination.

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal
and inalienable rights of all members of the human family
is indispensable for freedom, justice and peace;
Whereas the said rights include the right of the individual to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, regardless of race, colour,
ethnic origin, sex, religion, creed or social or economic status;
Whereas the said rights are most effectively maintained and
protected in a democratic society, where the government is
responsible to freely elected representatives of the people,
operating under a sovereign constitution and a free and
independent judiciary;
Whereas these rights have for so long been denied to the
people of Namibia by colonialism, racism and apartheid;
Whereas we the people of Namibia:
• have finally emerged victorious in our struggle against
colonialism, racism and apartheid;

2

• Motivate and justify why we should have new legislation
where we include sexual orientation as a prohibited
ground for discrimination. Motivate for a revision
to our Constitution.
2.

Approach the Prosecutor-General:
• Ask him to place a moratorium on all prosecutions
against sodomy. Test the water.

3.

Engage with the Law Reform and Development
Commission:
• They are undertaking a project to abolish discriminatory
obsolete laws/offences, ensure this includes all references
to ‘sodomy’.

Delegates reflected after these presentations that there
is a sense of optimism and hope, but also some caution.
In terms of what this might mean for Namibia more
practically, delegates had the following, initial thoughts:

Government of Namibia 1990, ‘Preamble’, The Constitution of the Republic of Namibia, retrieved on 12 May 2017,
<http://www.gov.na/documents/10181/14134/Namibia_Constitution.pdf/37b70b76-c15c-45d4-9095-b25d8b8aa0fb>.
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Challenges
• Are we ready? Is Namibia ready? Is an Afrobarometer
tolerance rating of 55% enough? The flipside of this
rating is the attitude that LGBTI should be left alone.
• We need to be careful that these conversations don’t
spill over and impact some members of the community
more than others, e.g. trans members.
Opportunities
• Botswana and Kenya have similar contexts and
challenged similar issues successfully.
• Current alliances in Namibia: we are together and
in the same space, (but must recognise there may
be attrition along the way).
• There are spaces within some churches in Namibia,
and a lot of acceptance so that is a key area to build
allies and gain traction.
• There are other issues up for decriminalisation,
such as sex work, which means conversations
won’t be in isolation – it creates opportunities.
Actions
• We need to build resilience in communities to take
it further, through alliances with civil society but
also government.
• A needs assessment to better understand the
challenges and opportunities is needed – better
to not start haphazardly.
• We need to also consider the sensitisation and
awareness-building that is equally important
to ensuring this process is successful.

“If not now, when?
And if not me, who?”
“It’s not a sprint, it’s going
to be a marathon, so we
need to pass on the
baton over time.”
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DECRIMINALISATION IN PRACTICE
The following section describes the country experiences of
Botswana, Kenya and Mozambique, as shared with the Namibian
delegates by fellow activists and lawyers from these countries.

BOTSWANA
The Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals of Botswana (LEGABIBO) case took
three years. We started up in 1998, and around 2007 tried to register,
but we were refused, with the government citing concern that we
would promote things that are illegal, i.e. homosexuality. We initially
tried the route of decriminalisation to remove the law on same-sex
marriages, but there were two problems: 1). we were scared we would
lose; and 2). the community wasn’t ready, so we withdrew. We tried
appealing to ministers. We tried registering again. They wrote the
same letter and gave the same reasons, so we decided to get more
information about why we can’t register. After consultations with
government, we were told to remove articles in our organisation’s
constitution that challenge legislation.
Subsequently, we thought a lot about what to do, e.g. change our
name, become a trust and risk losing a name that had resonance
in the community, or change our constitution, etc. We undertook
community consultations and started to look for legal representation.
With the help of lawyers, we saw that we already have rights in the
Constitution of freedom of association. The legal advice was: ‘claim
the rights you already have’.
We decided to go ahead, and lots of people got involved. We also
had support from foreign ministries. But it took a long time, litigants
withdrew despite explaining the implications i.e. backlash from
parents, media, family, etc. Our lawyer suggested having a mix
of litigants for when we finally went to court: members of the LGBTI
and ‘straight’ communities, different organisations; anyone who
supported human rights and was an LGBTI ally, parent, friend.
This was also to make the point that it was a national matter,
not just for the LGBTI community.
While the case was going on, we had to do a lot of advocacy.
We got parents to write articles, we trained journalists to use the
right language for the case, i.e. not decriminalisation or same-sex
marriage but freedom of association for an organisation that speaks
on our behalf, on our issues. We had to repeat this message all the
time due to misrepresentation in the media around the same-sex
marriage issue, or that we had withdrawn even when we hadn’t;
it was just because the case took so long.
We did a lot of community education to back the media work and
manage the mis-messaging. There was backlash from churches
when the judgement was handed down and the Court said there
is no legislation in Botswana which prohibits anyone from being
homosexual; the churches then wanted to put something in place
to say it is a crime.
Despite all this, many others gave us hope: other church leaders,
young people, community. And subsequently, we have been able
to promote better health access for our constituents as a
registered organisation, which is a huge positive thing.
See: Rammoge and 19 Others v Attorney General at the
Botswana Court of Appeal 2014
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KENYA
We have similar laws to Namibia in Kenya. The punishment is 10 years
for ‘carnal knowledge against the order of nature’. Our organisation,
the National Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission, as part of a
civic education programme, checked cases where this was the charge,
and most were lies. The point was to convolute homosexuality and
bestiality and convolute cases against homosexuality. In 2012,
we became interested in testing the water, as criminal law was
being used against people who are poor. We were concerned about
the public message the law was sending about LGBTI people being
criminals and should be treated as such, etc. We wanted to publicly
question that law and the related rationale, and test whether the
Constitution does in fact protect everyone in Kenya.
We started incrementally, with NGO registration, which was denied
(many organisations in Kenya are registered under aliases, with their
activism in the closest). We felt we were encouraging people to deny
their identity in this way, and we wanted to bring this conversation
and our activism into the open. The government said
no to registration, but the court ruled in our favour, however
government has continued to push back.
The next big thing that happened was two young men were arrested
on suspicion of homosexuality (by having a coffee at 11am together).
They were arrested and a court order obtained to test for Hepatitis
and HIV, without consent. They were told to strip for an anal exam,
again without consent. We went to court to challenge this, and lost.
The government said as long as the law says homosexuality is illegal,
they can do whatever they want to collect evidence. They also said,
the mouth and anus are not sexual organs. We used that ruling to
connect and mobilise straight allies.
And still we are refused registration. We have told the high court
they cannot pronounce itself in vein: This law is making it impossible
for LGBTI people to enjoy their rights, as laid out in the Constitution,
so they must declare this law unconstitutional and backdate it.
On reflection, we were looking at decriminalisation as a separate
thing, but we now realise it is a process. Through testing the laws
on registration and the medical testing case, we learnt that when
we get out of our comfort zone and think outside the box, in terms
of health approaches, and a holistic view, we can see invisible injuries
to dignity. That is why we decided to seek recognition by the state
first through the registration issue. Most LGBTI organisations in Kenya
register as community-based organisations, and have a small mandate
of an area/town on a specific issue, others are registered as a trust,
but to be registered as an NGO, you have to go through a national
board constituted and hired by the President. The government has
a big interest in NGOs due to their history enhancing civic and
political rights in-country.
In terms of support, we had no access to ministers. When we started
we were very small, with no real, vibrant community to back us.
And we defied the decision by the movement to hide their organisations;
we wanted to do activism out of the closet, we are not ashamed. So,
we were alone in that hearing. But when we won, people were very
excited, it was a movement victory. The second case on anal testing
we lost (and have since appealed), but it taught people that you
can be picked up from anywhere based on an accusation.
The consequences of this had a ripple effect, so people started
coming together. We filed a decriminalisation case on the basis
that this is torture.

There is no silver bullet, every organisation has a different
mandate and a different role. In our case, we were a new group
entering a pre-existing movement with registered alias organisations.
The only difference is we wanted to use real names and objectives.
Movements will not always agree. In Botswana, it was united but
it took years because some also kept pulling out of the case.
From history, even if you are seeking the same thing, there
will always be internal politicking.
See: Eric Githari v Non-Governmental Organisation Board
and Others 2015

MOZAMBIQUE
Mozambique, similar to Namibia, has a legal system based on RomanDutch law. They also inherited a constitution and a penal code after
independence, though it was revised recently. The penal code has
two provisions criminalising homosexuality.
LGBTI organisation, LAMBDA, has been fighting for legal recognition
since 2008. The government didn’t grant them a legal statute, with
moral and religious reasons given, but there is no legal basis for not
granting LAMBDA freedom of association. The case was based on the
premise of human rights for LGBTI people, and the realisation of these
under the Constitution. There are clear principles for equality in the
Constitution regarding sexual orientation. The case was submitted
last year (2016) to court, and claims that the government is in
contravention with the Constitution and the international treaties it
has ratified. We want the court to say these citizens are as equal as
other citizens. The case is also about raising awareness to say, ‘we are
here and equal before the law’.
We only went to court last year because we spent a lot of time trying
to convince and engage stakeholders across society to explain what
the case was about and raise awareness about seeking rights – and
also that it is not a foreign issue, it’s something that is happening
in our community. This situation is a good example of the tension
between legal frameworks and social change: even if the legal
environment is conducive, the context can still be driven by valuebased systems that haven’t yet ‘caught up’.

Delegates identified many commonalities from these country
examples. For example, registration: in Namibia, many LGBTI
organisations register as a trust as it is the easiest process.
Their names are also not explicit, even if their objectives are.
Delegates reflected on whether they would have had the same
issues as other countries if their organisational names had been
more overt and they’d had to go to government offices for the
registration process. Other points of resonance include the idea
that you must train the media – constantly checking that the
messaging that goes out contains correct facts and information
to ensure you reach your goal. Community mobilisation also
stood out and the different ways people from the community
were mobilised to support a case, as well as bringing in other
‘key populations’, particularly sex workers. This speaks in part
also to recognition that the legal aspect is not the only part we need to work holistically to ensure complementarity with
any social issues and movements for change.
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THE NAMIBIA RESPONSE:
LGBTI RIGHTS LANDSCAPE
Presented by ORN, this presentation took a closer look at the
LGBTI rights landscape, starting with the LGBTI movement’s
history, and undertaking a situational analysis to assess the
current situation, as well as looking at potential strategies
toward decriminalisation.

History of the LGBTI movement in Namibia
The LGBTI movement in Namibia started with Independence
in 1990, when the euphoria at Independence became shortlived, with homophobic statements emanating from the highest
echelons of government (including the founding President).
The community responded by forming The Rainbow Project
(TRP) to counter increased levels of stigma, discrimination and
violence, including by state agents, e.g. police strip searching.
The TRP Founding Director and his team set the scene for
national dialogue on sexual orientation, gender identity
and gender expression (SOGIE) issues with stakeholders,
gatekeepers, government and media. It was a movement
that responded to the need for participatory action at the
grassroots level to counter the effects of institutionalised
homophobia. After TRP closed in 2010 (by community decision),
ORN was established. Hosted by PV during its foundation
phase, ORN is emerging as a serious player in the national
discourse on SOGIE.

Situational analysis for SOGIE in Namibia
There is a legal proscription of sodomy and non-protection
in socio-economic spheres of daily life, but as heard in the
legal presentation, sodomy laws are largely un-enacted.
However, hate speech by lawmakers influencing policy and law
reform agendas is common, as are non-affirming attitudes in
traditional and religious discourses, i.e. ‘heteronormativity’
discounts alternative forms of SOGIE.
Geopolitical influences also impact negatively on SOGIE
narratives, such as the idea that it is Western neo-colonial
action driving LGBTI rights and hence challenging accepted
African ‘norms’ and culture.
However, the protection of the human rights of LGBTI people
is affirmed by most of Namibia (73.2% according to a 2013
report from the Office of the Ombudsman) and there is
protection in the bill of rights (entrenched in Chapter 3 of
the Namibian Constitution). But the inherited laws from the
Apartheid regime on SOGIE have still not been subjected to the
Namibian Constitutional test.
Some specific (unmet) needs for the LGBTI community fall
largely into the areas of public health (support to come to
terms with HIV risk and living with HIV; confidential diagnosis
and treatment of HIV and STIs; access to prophylaxis and
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vaccines e.g. hepatitis; counselling trauma, HIV treatment and
medication adherence) and social justice (documentation and
follow up on human rights violations; advocacy for enabling
environment; and visibility and community pride events).
Barriers to having these needs met include:
• the risk of multiple physical and mental health problems
due to homophobia, stigma and discrimination, that
can raise the risk of acquiring HIV, arbitrary arrest and
victimisation.
• LGBTI people are often difficult to reach with public
services as sodomy laws have driven many sexual
relationships underground. There is also a lack of
protection from national laws regarding workplaces/
employment, domestic violence and gender-based
violence.
• internalised stigma and normalised violence, which
deprives LGBTI people of personal power to negotiate
safety in relationships and make use of services that can
keep them healthy and improve quality of life.
The HIV epidemic has been long used as an entry point to
changing the legal environment. It started under TRP as an
unmet need for men who have sex with men and transgender
women, and was implemented under the human rights
framework recognising the ecological model in tune with the
combination prevention strategy of Namibia. Until recently, the
focus was on prevention and treatment, care and support were
not resourced. This is a key entry point to reforming the legal
landscape and create a more enabling environment for LGBTI
people. It is starting to get recognition in processes such as the
National Strategic Framework for HIV/AIDS Response (NSF),
the Country Partnership Strategy and the Global Fund country
response.

Decriminalising same-sex sexuality
There are three ways go about achieving decriminalising
homosexuality in Namibia, each of which raise some questions:
• Legislative: do we use the parliament and lawmakers
to change the laws so that we can live with dignity and
equality?
• Litigation: do we want to challenge these laws in the court
of law so that we can have them overturned or repealed?
• Advocacy and communication: do we want to create
a change through communicating our needs to our
communities and create a change in the hearts and minds
of our communities, lawmakers and judges?

Who are the players?
ORN’s vision to be the leading agency in creating a united
movement of sexually diverse people that enjoy improved
quality of life and access to legal and social justice, and its
mission is to work diligently towards the attainment of the full
constitutional equality and equity of sexually diverse people in
Namibia through strategic advocacy, lobbying, evidence-based
interventions and movement building. The Diversity Alliance of
Namibia is an LGBTI-led alliance of ten organisations that have
come together on a platform of advocacy. While diverse, our
aims are the same and we need to find a common strategy to
our common goals.
This Convening is an opportunity to start a dialogue on
how we would like to achieve one identified common goal:
decriminalisation of who we are! The outcomes must also
ensure we use all resources at our disposal (human, technical
and financial) efficiently to advance towards the aims of our
diverse, yet similar, organisational strategic destinations.

Six ‘takeaways’ stood out from the presentation and
subsequent delegate reflections, that suggest Namibia is not
waiting to start; it is already on the journey:
1.

We are already documenting human rights violations to
increase our evidence base;

2. We are already using HIV/health as an entry point to get
on the table with a human rights agenda, and engage with
law and policy;
3. We are, imperfectly, acknowledged in health strategies as
being present in society and with a right to services;
4. We have been engaging in advocacy for a better enabling
environment to access healthcare;
5. We have been doing community mobilisation for a long
time, through awareness/social events and by addressing
family attitudes and perceptions;
6. We have established the DAN, with co-chairs and a
coordinating body (network of 10 LGBTI organisations).

“We are not waiting to start –
we are on that journey”.

“We are not starting
with nothing!”

ORN Director talking
participants through
the history of the LGBTI
movement in Namibia.
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WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Having been given significant contextual background,
from legal and social perspectives in the first part of the
day, delegates then split into two groups: Namibian individuals
and organisations and ‘friends of Namibia’ (delegates from
other countries and non-Namibian organisations) to consider
what things are happening that reinforce, strengthen or assist
Namibian action and strategy, and what support can be offered
from allies, i.e. the friends of Namibia and the constituencies
they represent.

Namibia
The Namibian group’s vision for success is being able to enjoy
quality of life, regardless of SOGIE, with the full spectrum
of Constitutional rights, and the transition within the country
to gender-affirming healthcare (i.e. basic dignity).
A key next step is to hold a stakeholder meeting in early June
to develop a roadmap. This will focus on sharing the lessons
and strategies identified at the National Convening to ensure
all are on board, as well as facilitating consensus-building and
development of national strategy towards decriminalisation.

Presentation on
opportunities and
the way forward
for Namibia.
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Other considerations included:
• better cultural representation;
• expanding DAN membership to potentially
include all vulnerable minorities (as work
will be positioned under DAN);
• looking at opportunities for reinforced
information-sharing;
• public education to strengthen sensitisation;
• integrating SOGIE issues in curricula (basic
education and tertiary);
• further investigation on the process/journey
of decriminalisation.
Current, strategic opportunities in Namibia include
engagement with:
• national policies, such as the NSF. This allows
for opportunities to change policy through the
contribution of evidence, insight and critical reflection.

• current programming in-country that looks at movement
building, capacity enhancement and generating evidence.

• political mapping and technical assistance from Human
Dignity Trust and Southern Africa Litigation Centre;

• DAN and other partnerships/alliances/coalitions.

• funding support from OSF to assist with developing
and enacting an action plan;

• prior and current successes, such as work with
parliamentarians.
• partners to establish and prioritise community-led
evidence gathering approaches.
• various high-level forums.

Friends of Namibia
There was acknowledgement by the group of the wealth
of information and work that has already been done in Namibia,
and a sense that this journey could have real value for the
broader movement in terms of evidence but also leadership.
So, the first part of the feedback was framed as a request that,
as the Namibian LGBTI movement walks down this path, they
share their knowledge and lessons learnt. Suggestions included:

• other support from OSF, including political mapping,
strategy development support, exchange visits, peer
learning (e.g. South and East Africa), convening meetings,
communication support, linking in to Parliamentarians
for Global Action to get advice on working with
parliamentarians;
• assistance to gather intel from international watchdogs
(particularly regarding international religious
fundamentalist groups and their interferences in Africa);
• access to political veterans/champions to support the cause;
• facilitating thought leadership (stimulating thinking and
providing language) with the strategic thinkers in Namibia;

Documented stories that:
• challenge the narrative of just one African gender
identity and sexuality, and speak to more fluid, non-binary
notions of gender and sexuality that pre-date colonisation;
• describe the advocacy used around decriminalisation of sex
work and homosexuality (experiences and lessons learnt);
• share how contestation is valuable for mobilising
towards action.
Offers of support from the ‘friends of Namibia’ were
extensive, and included:
• support and reinforcement around interpreting and
using the language: freedom of association, rights
to privacy, equality and non-discrimination;
• accompaniment from colleagues in Mozambique, Botswana
and Kenya. This could be peer support or mentoring, and
cover legal, security and communications strategies or
other areas needed;
• assistance with documenting through existing (and future)
programmes, such as Our Voices and the community-based
human rights monitoring tool, REAct, the KP REACH Key
Correspondents (citizen journalist) programme and Amplify
Change (an advocacy and learning initiative across Africa);

Presentation
on support
from ‘friends
of Namibia’.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
“Thank you for allowing me to share this experience. I have
learnt a lot, individually and professionally. LEGABIBO benefited
a lot from people here; many mentors and supporters since 1998
were Namibians. In my view, Namibia has always been ready:
you were ready before Independence. When I was young, there
were so many heroes from Namibian liberation – I still remember
them. As far as I am concerned, you are the experts in how
to claim your justice and human rights: you have wonderful
mentors, you are in good hands.”
“Celebrate what has been done and what is going on so far.
I kept saying decriminalisation is not an event, it’s a process.
And you have already started that process with all your
advocacy and organising – keep honouring those commitments
that you have made and the different roles your different
organisations do, and give attention to that work. Remember
that the average Namibian is 21 years old, and more than 60%
of the population in Africa are people under the age of 30: invest
in the future. Don’t be afraid of the gatekeepers. Imagine the
world as you want to bequeath it to the next generation. People
are tired of the status quo. There are a lot of people who want
change, who want hope, light, courage and leadership. Courage
and power to you!”

Legendary LGBTI
movement activist,
Mama Africa, ends the
Convening with some
words of wisdom.
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“It’s been heart-warming to have this experience with people
who feel like my family and who have shared my experiences.
Thank you – I am looking forward to staying on, walking
alongside, walking with.”
“As a person also of the ‘others’ – we are seeing the light
at the end of the tunnel. It reminds me of the slogan, ‘nothing
for us, nothing without us’. Meetings like this are very important.
And we need to make sure not to leave behind the others who
couldn’t be here.”
“Thank you for the opportunity to have a Namibia day
to help frame our thinking in so many ways.”
“OSF are honoured to be part of this process. But allow
me to caution you: don’t get too caught up in the planning.
It’s easy to get caught up in the quicksand of it. Show us your
concrete plans – if it’s a good plan, we’ll be there. I pushed hard
for Namibia because of the current political situation: I really
believe that we can do it.”

